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12 DAYS OF GIFT-MAS
HIT THE RIGHT NOTES WITH OUR ANNUAL GIFT GUIDE
12 BOOKS WORTH THUMBING

The Museum of Fine Art's upcoming July exhibit recreates the infamous paramour's adventures with 250 paintings, sculptures and more, but this illustrated catalog offers an early look at the labor of love with 12 essays.

From top to bottom: Casanova: The Seduction of Europe, $45 at MFA Shop; Tattostan: Japanese Prints, $35 at MFA Shop; The Complete Slow Cooker, $50 at americastainless.com; Mark Dion: Misadventures of a 21st-Century Naturalist, $35 at Yale Store; Timeless, $30 at patrickahearn.com.

Back Bay-based classical architect Patrick Ahearn has designed more than 500 private residences—18 of which are featured in his first book set to be released in mid-December.